
 
(1) Transfer of official under rule-8 from Haryana Telecom Circle to CN – TX north 

(NTR) Delhi.  
G.S. Submitted that despite the CNTX north is falling in deficit Circle in 
respect of vacancy of J.E. Cadre but the Circle management of Haryana is 
not forwarding the case to CNTX circle Delhi to get consent of 
accommodation of the official. The Director assured to direct the CGMT 
Haryana to act according to letter circulated by Corporate office in this 
regard.     

 (2) Publication of result of JTO (T) of Punjab Circle. 
The Director reciprocated that the next date of hearing in court is on 7 th 

July, 2022 and management is trying to bring fevourable outcome to publish the 
result of earlier LICEs.  

G.S. submitted that our representative with all inputs regarding the issue 
was to come from Chandigarh to participate in this meeting but due to 
disturbance in Road/Rail traffic and non-grant of leave, they did not come, hence 
it is requested to fix an another date to enable us to explain the factual position in 
respect of the issue. Hon’ble Director accepted the request. The next meeting we 
try to be held on 5th or 6th July, 2022. 

 
(3) Denial of all facilities including issuance of presidential order to 140 numbers 
of A.T.T.(Earst while RM) due to wrong concept adopted at the time of conferring  
Temporary status and regularization. 
All the 191 officials were granted temporary status w.e.f. 01-08-1998 vide  
GMTD/Darbhanga letter No.-GMTD/DBN/DRM/2000-2001, dt-01-05-2001. The 
Mazdoors were granted temporary status with a remarks that conferment will be 
approved to subject verification of all relevant and required documents for the 
purpose.      

  
Again vide GMTD Darbhanga letter No.-GMTD/Rectt./TSM-RM/49, dt-18-

07-2002, the GMTD Darbhanga issued regularization of 140 TSMs but these 
RMs were designated as Adhoc regular Mazdoor. Here it is a question that there 
was no provision of Adhoc regular Mazdoor in the guideline of DOT issued for 
the purpose on the eve of formation of Corporation i.e. on 29-09-2000. Again the 
management mentioned that the regularization will be confirmed subject to 
verification of relevant documents.  
In between some complaint were lodged by some vested interest group best on 
which the enquiry was initiated against the appointment of 140 Mazdoors.  
  
In 2010 all these Adhoc Regular Mazdoors were chargesheeted with an 
allegation that their appointment is based on wrong working certificates. Inquiry 
held for 38 RMs posted under Madhubani District and punishment to with held 
the increment for 6 month/1year/2 year was imposed to all the 38 officials. The 
period of punishment has already over and the officials have paid the price for 
the punishment imposed. 



After 9 years of issuance of Chargesheets it was withdrawn by the order of 
Corporate office issued vide No.-8-1/2018-LG, dt-11-10-2018. Based on the 
Corporate office order the GMTD Darbhanga withdrawan the chargesheet of the 
officials vide letter No.-GMTD/DBN/Provisional/RM/2018/13, dt-01-12-2018. 

 
One Shri Jagdish Sah, RM belonging to that 140 regular mazdoors was posted 
under ETR Patna where he has been issued with Presidential order which is 
most surprising and self narrating the system prevailing in BSNL. 
 
Some of the RMs have got retirement and some were expired their families did 
not get a single paisa but wards of a particular RM has got appointment under 
CGA. 
 
After these submission the director replied that they case is so old and needs 
detail enquiry.  
 
G.S. NFTE requested to give some more time to submit the more evidence in 
respect of genuineness of the appointment officials and also requested the 
Director to consider the case on humanitarian ground as the officials have 
already worked for more than 20 years regularly as regular Mazdoors and before 
that several years as casual Mazdoors under the department of telecom and 
BSNL.   
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